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Patents the focus of discussion

New York Times 
Patenting Life 

By MICHAEL CRICHTON
February 13, 2007

YOU, or someone you love, may 
die because of a gene patent that g p

should never have been granted in 
the first place. Sound far-fetched? 
Unfortunately it’s only too realUnfortunately, it s only too real. 

Gene patents are now used to halt 
research, prevent medical testing 

d k i l i f i f



Patent ConcernsPatent Concerns
Moral/Intuitiveo a / tu t e

•Wrong to patent “life”
•Yuck factor

•Dignity/Commodification

P ti l/Utilit iPractical/Utilitarian
•Adverse impact on research/innovation

“A ti ” “ t t thi k t”•“Anti-commons” or “patent thicket” 
(Heller/Eisenberg, 1998)

•Hurt access to useful technologies/health careHurt access to useful technologies/health care 
system



Justification: Anti-CommonsJustification: Anti Commons



Patenting Life?Patenting Life?





Commercialization, Patenting and 
Genomics: Researcher PerspectivesGenomics: Researcher Perspectives

Murdoch/Caulfield (Genome Med. In press)

•Only one researcher had refused to license patented technology to 
someone who approached them with a request for a license (5%), citing 
as a reason for refusal that “the technology would not be well used by 

the recipient” 

•Only one had been refused.

•55% said patents/commercialization cause data withholding behaviour.

Note: N = 20 – but leaders in genomic research community and involved 
in commercialization activityin commercialization activity.



Our StudyOur Study

In-depth survey of 108 PIs and Trainees
27 PI – 68% response rate and 44% of all SCN PIs

Timothy Caulfield, Ubaka Ogbogu, Charles Murdoch, 
Edna Einsiedel, “Patent, Commercialization and the 

Canadian Stem Cell Community” (2008) 3 Regenerative 
Medicine 483-496..





Only 2 have been refused a 
licence and both worked around…



Other research…
“… results were held to offer very little evidence 

of an anticommons problem…. In the United 
States, United Kingdom, Germany and Japan, 

survey results suggest that IP-protected 
technologies remain accessible to the broad 
i tifi it d t t i d bscientific community, and not as constrained by 
IP protections as many have cautioned.” 

(Hansen /AAAS, 2007) 

“Only 1% of the random sample of 398 academics 
report suffering a project delay of more than 1 31 since 1987p g p j y

month due to patents on knowledge necessary for 
their research.” Walsh J.P, 2005



Some angst about patents, some concern 
about commercialization little evidence ofabout commercialization, little evidence of 
“anti-commons”or specific problems with 

patents… but data withholding and an p g
erosion of collaborations.

The commercialization 
environment is the issue…



Why the focus on patents 
(and the “anti commons” problem)?(and the anti-commons  problem)?

•A tangible measurable metric (i e something to point at);A tangible, measurable metric (i.e., something to point at);
•Fit with other ideologically consistent views (e.g., Rifkin is 

agains commercialization and the patent of life);
•The “anti-commons” idea is a solid theory!;y ;

•If there was an anti-commons problem, it would be a very 
bad thing!; and

•Media interest and big stories.



Upstream:
Patent are meant to 

help innovation. If they 
don’t a clear problemBottom line:don t, a clear problem 

exists.
-Bottom line: 

-Anti-commons dominant justification
But evidence equivocal (methods ain’t great)-But evidence equivocal (methods ain’t great)
-Raises question about how much evidence is 

needed to justify policy reform
Downstream:

The high cost/ltd 
access is the explicit

needed to justify policy reform

access is the explicit 
policy trade off 
associated with 

patents



In meeting its objectives, the CIHR:“. . . 
i ti f ilit t thThe Real Challenge: Commercializationencourages innovation, facilitates the 

commercialization of health research in 
Canada and promotes economic 
development through health research indevelopment through health research in 
Canada.”

Mi i t R k U i iti t i tMinister Rock: Universities must promise to 
do a better job of “turning academic research 
into commercial products”(W. Kondro 2002) 



Commercialization concernsCommercialization concerns



The Bigger ChallengeThe Bigger Challenge…

Patents proxy for the larger more 
challenging issues associated 

with commercializationwith  commercialization 
pressure…?

Resolving issue cuts againstResolving issue cuts against 
current commercialization policy



ConclusionsConclusions
• Evidence based science policy

W h ld id li di t ti• We should avoid policy distractions
• In the area of biotech, much of the 

i li ti li di i ti d tcommercialization policy discussion tied to 
patents (the “wrong horse”)

• Research on benefits harms and• Research on benefits, harms and 
“tradeoff” (better methods)
C t l k t f i ht• Conceptual work on nature of rights, 
and the role of evidence


